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the rest, who have for more than ten years met regularly
here once a year. Russians always like to have an
official piece of paper, and the chairman, Mr. Goudy of
Cambridge, gave me a mandate in Russian for dealing
with this question?
I received also applications from several men of
science who asked me to secure that, when a discovery
or some notable advance is made in Soviet Russia, not
only the mere results but the process should be made
accessible to us in England. Ordinarily, a short summary
in English given at the end is not at all sufficient. We
have always had a class for specialists in scientific studies
who wished to add Russian to their list of languages,
in the hope that they might serve as translators of scien-
tific works. It gratified me that one of the applications
which I mentioned came from Lord Passfield, whose
views on Russia I have not shared ; another was from
the eminent physiologist, Professor A. V. Hill, who
recently helped to organize the International Physio-
logical Congress in Leningrad.
But my main object was to secure access for students.
Entering Russia not as a friend of Communism but as
an Englishman responsible for Russian studies, I took
the step of finding out in advance the attitude both of
our Foreign Office and also of our Home Office to what
I intended to suggest in Moscow. Both were friendly
to my idea. It was recognized that if I suggested an
exchange of students between the two countries,
Russians who came here would be quite expected to
praise the institutions of their own country ; it would
only be required of them that they should not try to
upset ours. I was very glad that I did this, because

